
My Specialty - Elemental YOU

Earth (in Astrology that's Taurus, Virgo or Capricorn) represents the 
physical world, our bodies and our actions.  In your palms is it the short strait 
heart or head line, ending under an inside finger.  Earth has tremendous 
power as the place where we connect measurably with each other and the 
bigger world using our five senses.  It is a rich playground and offers 
enormous information and feedback for us. !
- I'll call you Generators because you are the engine that drives so much of 
the world we live in - you're discovering Self Empowerment.  Every challenge 
that comes up, every dream or goal you have is to show you more of how 

much influence you have in the world. !
Remember you are like the seed that must trust the destruction of its shell to bloom and grow 
while it works with the soil, the sun, the light and the water to become all it is mean to be and 
bear fruit.  Patience and collaboration are required to help you bloom! !!!
Then we have Water and our hearts (in Astrology that's Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces).  In our 
hands it is the Heart Line that stays low and straight ending underneath the first finger or even 
running off the palm! It's the Head Line that ends under and inside finger (ring or middle) 
curving down towards the wrist even if it doesn't get all the way down.  In fingerprints is the is 
Loop. !

Water people - I call you Connectors, live in an emotional pool that swims 
in each of us and can be hard to measure and quantify, unlike our bodies with 
a precise step by step action.  Emotions have a Water Symbolflow to them and 
tend to take on the shape of whatever contains them.  It is the unconscious 
collective of feelings shared universally and is beyond measurement. !
Water learns in relationship with others, getting greater understanding of how 
powerful you are in one to one interactions.  After all, water can wear down a 
rock!  Trust the flow of emotions will build and fall back much like the waves.  

It requires time to see if the repeating wave in then wave out is moving you closer to what you 
want or showing you where you are ready to let go as the 'tide' goes out. !!
Add in Air,  our Mind (in Astrology that's Gemini, Libra or Aquarius).  In our Heart Line is it 
the shorter curved line ending in the region up near our middle finger.  In our Head Line it is the 
straight line that ends underneath an outside finger near the center of 
the palm.  In our fingerprints it is the Tented Arch. !!
Air people are our Innovators because Air lifts us up out of the deep 
well of emotions and gives us the clearer big picture view of what 
happens to us.  This is where stories are born and we make meaning out 
of what is within us and going on outside of ourselves. !
Our mind is the Air Traffic Control tower showing you how you are 
powerful in the one to many arena.  The challenge for Air is to 
remember that to stay in 'control' with the mind means being locked in a tower and never on the 
plane.  Learning to balance the big view with actual experience is what makes your life so much 
richer. !
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!!
Finally we have Fire which is the spirit or intuition we all have within us (in Astrology that's 
Aries, Leo or Sagittarius).  Fire Heart and Head lines go the furthest distance.  They end under 
an outside finger (pointer or little finger) curving quite a bit up or down towards the wrist. In 
fingerprints it is the Whorl. !
Fire allows us to sense something just out of sight and goes back to 
survival skills when sensing danger or possibility you couldn't yet see 
or understand.  Fire people - my Inspirationals learn where about 
power in the one to the Divine instinct, what drives us to create more 
than what we are living and go beyond into creation possibilities. !!!!
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